CLIENT’S NAME:

!
!

EMAIL:

TEL:

EQUIPMENT RENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The agreement to hire diving equipment as set out below, is made between the diver
(full name) ______________________ and THELONGHOSE, company of Mike Van
Splunteren.

!

1. You MUST be in possession of the relevant qualification to hire equipment.
2. You MUST show your relevant qualification card at the time of hire.
3. You MUST thoroughly inspect all property being hired BEFORE signing this contract to

insure the items are clean, complete, and in good working order. All deficiencies must
be noted on the back of this sheet.
4. Hirer must provide photo documentation proof of I.D. and valid credit card details. If not
available, a caution of 400€ will be requested.
5. The hirer agrees to have the cost of any loss occurred during hire debited from the
credit card.
6. The renter is responsible for any loss or damage to the rented scuba diving equipment
while in his/her possession and agrees to return it in the same condition as received.
7. All rental scuba diving gear must be rinsed with fresh water and be free from foreign
matter before it is returned. Failure to do so will result in a 50 € cleaning fee.
8. The hire charge will apply from the time you take the equipment to the time you return
the equipment.
9. No refund will be given for non-use of the equipment during your hire period.
10.Misuse will constitute grounds for the cessation of the hire and may prohibit you from
further hiring of equipment.
11.The Hirer must treat the equipment in accordance with manufacturers &
THELONGHOSE best practice & recommendations. This includes but not limited to the
following:
The bottles must be returned with a minimum of 50 bars. If not, you may be charged
for visual inspection and sandblasting.
12.The Hirer should notify the owner (THELONGHOSE) of any faults or damage on return.
13.The hirer agrees to indemnify THELONGHOSE from all errors and faults during the use

of the equipment and that the use of the equipment, its application and including the
failure to use the equipment correctly is the sole responsibility of the hirer.
14.Payment for rental of equipment is to be made upon the member returning all rented
equipment to the Equipment Officer in a fully working state.
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By completing and signing the equipment rental form, the member accepts the terms and
conditions for rental as set out above.

!
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Dateº:

Signature:

